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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Eva Drevenhorn 
Department of Health Sciences  
Faculty of Medicine  
Lund University  
Sweden 

REVIEW RETURNED 14-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The topic of the paper is of interest and is important for the 
development of further interventions to increase medication 
adherence. However, the presentation of the findings is not easily 
read as it is very detailed. Preferably the presentations should be 
shortened with reference to the tables. More detailed responses 
follow:  
 
Analyses  
The use of MLwiN is mentioned twice both on page 8 and 9.  
Page 9 line 24. Here is said that the software was of three levels. 
What is meant by that?  
 
Results  
Of what reasons are not the tables numbered in the order of 
presentation?  
Regarding the question “Practical strategies to make medication 
taking easier” the first 3 statements are traditionally only relevant for 
physicians. As the roles, competence and the regulations for what 
pharmacists and nurses are allowed to do regarding changing 
patients’ medication are different in different countries, this has to be 
discussed in the paper.  
 
Discussion  
I the discussion section more, than one single, reference should be 
used.  
 
Implication  
A more detailed description is needed of the educational framework 
that is suggested.  
Line 47-53 about numerator needs to be clarified.  
Regarding the quality standard that is suggested to be introduced. It 
is not likely that an introduction is enough, but an implementation 
plan has to be performed. This needs to be discussed.  
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Future research  
A reference is lacking in the sentence We have also…. Line 21. 

 

REVIEWER Dr Sophie Coleman 
ArthroCare  
Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Oct-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This manuscript needs revising. It is useful information but is not 
presented in a reader friendly format. 
 
Abstract 

Page 2, line 19: Primary and secondary outcome measures. Only 
primary are listed. According to the protocol paper there are 5 
secondary outcomes. Since you are well below the maximum word 
count, you could list these. 

Page 2, line 30: 

Conclusions: This is the largest international survey of health care 
professionals’ management of medication adherence. Healthcare 
professionals in Europe are limited in the extent to which they 
intervene to assist patients with long term conditions with medication 
adherence. This represents a missed opportunity to support people 
with prescribed treatment. 

The first sentence in the conclusion does not address the primary 
outcome as described in your protocol paper (The primary outcome 
is the frequency of assessing the likelihood of non-adherence: This 
will be based on the response to the question ‘I ask patients if they 
have missed any doses of their medication.’ BMJ 
Open 2011;1:e000355 doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2011-000355). 

The size of the survey is not one of the outcomes listed and it may 
be of interest but this information should be at the end of the 
conclusion, not the beginning. 

 

Page 6, line 53 

Methods  

You need to include a brief outline of the methods used in this study. 
It’s not enough to simply refer readers to your protocol paper. Many 
readers will not bother or may not have access to this paper. 

 

Page 8, line 53 to page 9, line 20 

The heading is Primary Outcome however you do not state the 
primary outcome and then go on to describe the analysis used. This 
should be under Analysis heading. The primary outcome should be 
the same as that stated in the study protocol paper (The primary 
outcome is the frequency of assessing the likelihood of non-
adherence: This will be based on the response to the question ‘I ask 
patients if they have missed any doses of their medication.’). 
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General comments 

There are many formatting discrepancies. A few examples: Spacing 
is inconsistent (page 11, line 7). Line spacing is inconsistent (refs). 
Some decimal points have a space and some don’t. There are no 
zeros before decimal places (page 11, line 6 and throughout the 
paper). Commas are missing (page 10, line 40). Parenthesis missing 
page 7, line 54. The paper should have been well edited before 
submission. It is not the reviewer’s responsibility to pick up these 
basic oversights.  

 

Page 15, line 9. There is an erroneous note regarding inserting an 
analysis probing interaction.  

 

Results 

Table 2 spans 4.5 pages. This table is so laborious and the average 
reader would not persevere with these results. The results scale is at 
the end of the table (as expected) but the reader has to sift through 
the table to the end before they can make sense of it. Then go back 
to the beginning of the table – 4 pages earlier and start again.   

Many journals limit tables to fit onto 1 page. For a good reason. 
Readers are not going to spend more than a few seconds with 
results tables. If you cannot engage them within this time frame, they 
will either move on or disregard the paper entirely. The entire results 
section took too much time to digest for the amount of information 
obtained. A histogram of the MAIN findings for each category would 
be more appropriate and make it easier for the reader to engage.  It 
is important to pitch the paper to the reader – not for the researcher. 
It would be a shame to have spent so much time and effort on the 
study and to then alienate readers with a paper that requires too 
much effort to read.  

Moreover, if these results have been described in the manuscript 
body – it is redundant to repeat them in table form. 

 

One paragraph to describe the results of each category is sufficient 
to demonstrate the results. It is not necessary to present all data 
from every question. Or if the authors want to do that – use a link 
and then the reader can access the link if they want to. It 
overwhelms the paper and the real message runs the risk of being 
lost. 

 

Ethics 

There is no statement of ethical approval in the manuscript. It is 
stated in the Protocol paper however, this should be repeated in this 
manuscript. It is not up to the reader to have to access the Protocol 
paper. There is no information regarding trial registration with an 
international trial registry. All trials whether clinical or not should be 
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registered. 

 

Target audience 

You list Medical Management, General Practice and Family Practice 
as your Primary and Secondary subject headings. This paper is not 
written to this audience. It is has too much statistical jargon with not 
enough plain language explanation. You’ll note in Cochrane 
Reviews there is always a plain language summary, and considering 
your audience is likely to be clinicians/service providers rather than 
researchers, it would be prudent to target the language to them. 
Certainly an explanation of the statistical analyses used is 
necessary, however, this can be under the “Statistics” heading 
rather than the throughout the paper.  

 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1  

 

Analyses  

We have removed one of the two mentions of MLwiN.  

 

Results  

The presentation of the results has changed substantially, including presentation and numbering of 

the tables.  

 

Reviewer 1 comments on the traditional role of specific healthcare professionals and so the likelihood 

of them being able to support patients in some specific ways. Respondents were able to respond ‘not 

applicable’ to each specific behaviour. This detail is described in the discussion section. Mention has 

also now been added to the ‘measures’ section in the method.  

 

Discussion, Implications, and Future research.  

We have added more detail to the description of the educational framework and referred to 

implementation of the quality standard.  

We have added a reference to the relevant sentence in the future research.  

 

 

Reviewer 2  

 

Abstract  

Secondary outcomes:  

The reviewer refers to the secondary outcomes covered in our protocol paper and suggests we 

include them in the abstract. The 1 (0f 5) secondary outcome relevant to the research described here 

have now been included in the abstract.  

We have reordered the sentences in the abstract conclusion.  

 

Methods  

Additional text has been added and headings inserted to aid the readers understanding of the 

method.  

In the analysis section the heading ‘primary outcome’ has been changed to ‘analysis of primary 

outcome’ and a separate heading of ‘primary and secondary outcomes’ has been added.  
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Results  

As suggested, given the results are described in the manuscript body, we have removed the 

descriptive data tables from the manuscript. We have made them available as supplementary data for 

any readers that may wish to view the tables.  

 

We have edited the text so that there is only one paragraph of description per category, as reviewer 2 

suggests, and removed description of some supplementary analysis to improve readability for a more 

general audience, as reviewer 2 suggests. The interested reader can of course find this analysis in 

our project report: http://abcproject.eu/img/abc%20final.pdf  

 

Ethics  

There is a statement of ethical approval: it can be found in the methods section.  

 

Target audience  

We hope that through editing and responding to the reviewers comments, particularly removal of 

much of the data presented in tables, the manuscript will be easier to follow for clinicians and service 

provider audiences, in addition to other readers. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Sophie Coleman 
ArthroCare  
Western Australia  
Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Interesting study - well done. The review changes make the paper 
much more accessible to the target audience.   
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